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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. F809451

CHRISTINE PARKS, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

ARNOLD FARMS, 
EMPLOYER

RESPONDENT
UNION INSURANCE COMPANY,
INSURANCE CARRIER                                 RESPONDENT 
  
                                         

                OPINION FILED JULY 7, 2011 

Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE CHANDRA HICKS, in
Mountain Home, Baxter County, Arkansas.

Claimant was represented by Mr. Frederick S. “Rick” Spencer,
Attorney at Law, Mountain Home, Arkansas.  

Respondents were represented by Mr. Eric Newkirk, Attorney
at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.   

                   STATEMENT OF THE CASE

     A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on March

30, 2011, in Mountain Home, Arkansas.  A Prehearing Order

was entered in this case on November 15, 2010.  This

Prehearing Order set forth the stipulations offered by the

parties, and outlined the issues to be litigated at the

hearing, along with the parties’ respective contentions.     

                        STIPULATIONS

By agreement of the parties, the stipulations applicable

to this claim are as follows:

1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of the within claim.
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2.  The employee-employer relationship existed at all

relevant times, including August 22, 2008. 

     3.   The underlying claim was accepted as a temporary

aggravation of a pre-existing back injury.

4.   The respondents furnished medical treatment

inclusive of a change of physician to Dr. Raben.

5.   All issues not litigated herein are reserved under

the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.

6.   During the hearing, the parties agreed that if

called to testify, the claimant’s husband, Ken Parks, and

her son, Ryan Bright, would corroborate her testimony.   

   By agreement of the parties, the sole issue to be

litigated at the hearing was as follows:

     whether the claimant is entitled to additional medical

treatment in the form of a diskogram and prescription

medications as prescribed by Dr. Raben or an agreed upon

physician.

The claimant’s and respondents’ contentions are set out

in their response to the Prehearing Questionnaire.  These

are hereby incorporated herein by reference.  At the time of

the hearing, the respondents amended its contention to

reflect that the claimant filed for Social Security

Disability benefits on October 1, 2007, rather than on

October 1, 2008.       

     The documentary evidence submitted in this case
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consists of the hearing transcript of March 30, 2011.       

     At the hearing, the following witnesses testified: the

claimant and Mindy Arnold.       

                        DISCUSSION

        The claimant was 48 years old at the time of the

hearing.  She has a high school diploma.  The claimant

testified that she previously worked as an independent

insurance adjuster for about 10 years.  

     She agreed that the respondents accepted her August

2008 injury as an aggravation of a pre-existing problem. 

The claimant admitted that she previously injured her back

in 1983 at work, while working for a prior employer.

     The claimant gave the following explanation regarding

her prior back injury:

A. But I'd hurt it in 1983.  I lifted a box from a
table, bent back, twisted and, to put it on a pallet,
and apparently it had taken -- they discovered after
the surgery, they did a fusion, a laminectomy at L5-S1
right at the hip line because they said the bones had
locked when I bent backwards and in moving they had
shattered.  So they took a piece of my hip, put it on
my spine and that was that.  But the next -- well, '92,
I did go back and have a checkup because I was getting
arthritis type pains when the rain would come in and I
would kind of feel the pain, and then the rain got
there, and I was fine.  That's how it -- I mean, I
ended up -- I was very active.  I was repelling,
camping, hiking, constantly on the go, four-wheeling,
just did everything.  We moved here in '04 and the
adjusting territory here ended up being from Oklahoma
all the way to the boothill of Missouri and I was on
the road non-stop.  It was like -- and I'd gotten up to
over 200 pounds and in '06, my husband quit his job to
help me because I was on the road so much that it was -
- I would have been divorced, I mean there was just no
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way.  And then, finally, my son got back from Iraq. He
moved in and, with his fiancé [sic], and it was just so
hard that, you know, being 203 pounds, it was like I
was feeling pressure on my back, I was doing a lot of
ibuprofen.  So I decided -- a nervous breakdown, I said
I couldn't do it anymore.  So I cut my territory down
and I refused to go any further than Eureka Springs.  I
wasn't going to go to Fayetteville or Oklahoma or any
place like that.  And then I met Chris in probably
beginning of '07 -- no, I met her at the end of '06. 
She's a neighbor that lives up on the hill behind me,
and one day during the spring, she asked me if I, what
I felt about going out and help them unload turkeys
they were having -- so I went out there just to help to
see what it was like.  Then, in August, she asked me if
I would like to work part-time and I thought that would
be kind of great, because, obviously, when I cut my
territory, I cut my pay, and I was -- it would be
really nice to work local and I didn't mind working at
a turkey farm.  I thought it would be kind of cool.  It
was stinky and nasty and -- but I worked hard, you
know, I did, and I was constantly working and probably
about after several months, the pain in my back had
changed.  It was sharper.  It was harder so I figured
maybe that fusion had finally broken loose and been
done so I went to Social Security Disability and they
took x-rays and said no, your back's fine so I figured
it was just the whole physical labor part versus
sitting on my backside all the time.

     With respect to her August 22, 2008, incident, the

claimant essentially testified that she injured her back

while dragging a “very aggressive” Butterball turkey into a

cart.  According to the claimant, these birds weighed about

40 pounds.  

     She testified that she had gone home from work hurting

before, but the pain would be gone the next day and she

would return to work.  The claimant stated that her incident

occurred on a Friday, but she hurt throughout the whole
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weekend.   

     The claimant attempted to return to work on Monday, but

was unable to do so due to pain.  Therefore, Chris decided

she needed to go home.  According to the claimant, she

sought treatment that same day from Urgent Care, which is

located in Branson.  The claimant received treatment from

Dr. Olsen [sic].  At which time, she was given some pain

medications.

     She also sought treatment from the South Side Clinic. 

At that time, an MRI was recommended.  This diagnostic test  

was performed in October.  According to the claimant, during

this period of time, she was being treated by Dr. Terry

Green.  The claimant stated that she saw Dr. Green a total

of three times.  She admitted that she received treatment

from Dr. Green, in the form of a shot and Hydrocodone.  

     The claimant next treated with Dr. Raben.  She saw him

for the first time on March 16, 2009.  The claimant admitted

to undergoing physical therapy treatment and injections for

her back.  According to the claimant, she subsequently began

treating with Dr. Blankenship.  She agreed that Dr. Raben

suggested she undergo a diskogram.  

     She admitted to seeing Dr. Blankenship four or five

times.  According to the claimant, Dr. Blankenship did not

recommend surgery until after her last injection, which was

in November of 2009.  The claimant testified that in

November of 2009, her claim was dropped and she was told
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that she was at MMI. 

     Since the work incident of August 2008, the claimant

testified that she has been in constant pain that does not

go away.  She has burning in her calf and it feels as though

an ice pick is being stabbed through her leg and it burns

all the way around her calf.  The claimant also testified

that she has pain across her hips and a “swelling spot,” on

her spine.  According to the claimant, even her waistband

hurts.

     Her testimony demonstrates that she had started taking

Ibuprofen because of her weight and the pressure on her

spine.  However, the claimant testified that she had quit

taking Ibuprofen before her work injury because she had

gotten her weight down from 203 pounds to 165 pounds.  

     The claimant explained:

Q. What does a typical day hold for you, Chris?

A. Four or five hours of sleep a night. I get up. 
I've got dogs in the house, I take them out. I walk
over to my -- I've got chickens that I raise, just a
home flock that’s probably about 150, 200 feet away
that I go open up the doors, let them out.  My husband
carries feed bags to the coup for me so I've got them
hanging on fence so all I have to do is open a lever
and get everybody food and go back in.  I have to rest
then.  And I try -- I try very hard to keep myself
busy.  I've, you know, I can't -- I used to love to
cook.  My house is full -- I've got a thousand square
foot house and it's full of cookbooks so I -- I try
now, but it takes me forever, I have to sit.  I can't
stand like I used to.  I don't -- you know, I sit and I
stand.  I have to be constantly moving, either, I sit
on the couch because even just walking -- I don't walk
down my driveway anymore.  It's three-tenths of a mile
and I can't do it.  My dog got out the other night and
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I walked a third of the way down and back and it's like
-- the next day, I was just in incredible pain.  I
mean, just crying non-stop.  It's crazy.  It's like --
and I don't go anywhere.  I don't do anything because I
mean even the roads are too rough.

Q. What is your height?

A. Five three.

Q. What do you weigh now?

A. A hundred and eighty-two pounds.

     She testified that although she was never diagnosed

with arthritis, she assumed that it was because she could

feel the weather coming.  However, the claimant denied that

arthritis ever interfered with her ability to work before

her injury.  The claimant denied seeing any doctor from 1998

until 2008. 

     On cross examination, the claimant stated the following

regarding prior medical treatment for her previous back

injury:

Q. And let's just briefly talk about what was told
you in 1992 because that is the last thing I can see
where you'd gotten treatment, and I think that, you
know, that's one thing that I discussed, you know, with
my client is that there's not a lot of medical records
where you were getting treatment before this, and the
last minute have been told -- and I'm looking at Joint
Exhibit No. 1, Your Honor, page four, they'd done some
more tests and another MRI of you back then and you
were seeing Dr. Ericson.  Does that sound familiar to
you?

A. I assume so.  

Q. All right.
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A. I didn’t review the records so I don't --

Q. You were Christine Bright back then.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  They looked at those results and the
findings and they were discussing those findings with
you and a male friend is what it says and you talked
about -- they talk about various things including an
injection, a possible trial with a body cast, going to
a brace or a spinal fusion.

A. Correct.

Q. And at that point, you were moving to the Arizona
area and you thought you would take care of that in
Arizona.

A. Yeah, I was moving there.  They didn't make it
sound like it was a -- they said at that time that the
fusion was loose, there was movement.  Can I say that?

Q.   Sure.

A. But that I might need a surgery in the future but
there had been, you know, here it was how many years
later from the surgery but there was a proliferation of
bone, so much bone there that they said that's what was
wrapping the sciatic nerve causing the pain down the
leg, but if they had to cut through that, I might end
up being in a wheelchair.

Q. Okay.  And I think that that's what you actually
said in some of your other records.  I know at your
deposition is that they told you there was a 75 percent
to an 80 percent chance of being put in a wheelchair if
you had that fusion.

A. Because of the amount of bone that was on there.

Q. And so there was a lot of stuff broken loose that
needed treatment but you didn't want to have it done;
is that correct?

A. Well, they just said it was loose.  They didn't
say there was, you know, moving, you know, they said
there was some movement.
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Q.   Okay.  Well, one of the things that they proposed
-- they  were recommending or mentioning was the fusion
that you didn't ever have done, correct?

A. Correct.

     Upon being questioned regarding her application of

October 1, 2007, for Social Security disability benefits and

wherein she stated she became disabled on that date because

of complications from back surgery and sciatic nerve

problems, she admitted that this was correct.  The claimant

agreed that she began working for the respondent-employer in

August of 2007.  

     The claimant testified:

Q. And you said that by this time, you were doing
well and you were off ibuprofen and you were doing a
lot better; is that correct?

A. No.  I said that I had a -- I was feeling the
pressure on my back and I was still doing the ibuprofen
but that after working there, there'd been a couple of
-- several long weeks and stuff, and, I mean, the pain
had changed.  It was sharp.

Q. Okay.  

A. And it wasn't just the occasion, you know, it
wasn't the pressure feeling and it wasn't the weather
changing.

Q. Well, you indicated previously, I thought you had
stopped taking ibuprofen at some point.

A. Not until about the spring or so of '08.

Q. Okay.  At this point, when you were -- in December
of 2007, you were noting on page five how the insured
or how the Arnolds were accommodating your needs for
your job.  They were letting you work at your own pace,
not lift certain things.  You said that if you felt
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like you needed to stay at home, you could stay at
home, you had easier job duties than the other
employees, that they were helping you with your job; is
that correct?

A. Okay.

Q. Well, that's what this application shows, that you
worked fewer hours, had different duties that were
fewer or easier and that other workers did the lifting
for you and that if you didn't feel like going to work,
that you were allowed to stay home.

A. I never took a day off.

Q. Okay.  Well, do you understand that this --

A. Yes.

Q. -- says that?

A. That's what I wrote, yes.

Q. That's what you wrote.  Okay.  And you also
talked, and this is page 19 that you would have to be
careful how to do your jobs around the house and things
because you were having a lot more discomfort and your
husband was having to help you a lot more; is that
correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And depending on the weather, your leg had given
out and caused you to fall on four occasions over the
prior year.

A. Correct.  I figured that was because of the
weight.

Q. Okay.  So in October '07, the year prior to that,
your legs started giving out and you were starting to
fall?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  And on page 22, you go through and you note
that you were taking 1600 milligrams of ibuprofen daily
to reduce the swelling and control the pain.
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A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  And essentially in 1992, you went through
the fact that you were given three options, either be
put in a permanent body cast and have a 70 percent
chance of being in a wheelchair if you were re-operated
on which is number two option, or move to a warmer
climate.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And I didn't see move to a warmer climate anywhere
on there, but I guess that's something that you had --
you feel like was discussed with the doctor.  And it
goes on then and talks about how you had applied for
disability assistance back in 1990, you were told back
then that you could not sit or stand for eight hours,
you couldn't lift more than ten pounds, you couldn't
perform repetitive lifting tasks, but due to your
situation and your nine-month-old son, you wouldn't
accept that, you went back to work in 1988.  

A. Correct.

Q. And you continued that --

A. That's from the -- the discussions with the doctor
about my limitations was from the original back
surgery.

Q. Okay.  You continued to do that for some time and
then by this time, and this is page 31, it was asking
you to describe your pain, it says, pain radiates
across the hips sharply, down the left leg into the
ankle.  And it's now severe even across your shoulders. 
And there's a lot of records.  I'm not going to go
through and burden the Judge with, because there's a
lot of things she can look at herself, but,
essentially, you had a lot going on to the point that
you were applying for Social Security Disability in
October of 2007 with your back.

A. Also, a lot of stress and nervous breakdowns and -
-
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Q. Okay.

A. -- chest pains.

Q. Yeah, and I didn't see a lot of that mentioned in 
     here,  but, at any rate, I know that's what you're      
     saying now.

A. It's in there.
      
     The claimant agreed that her claim for Social Security

Disability was denied, and to having filed an appeal.  She

testified that she was angry with the system due to her

claim being denied.  The claimant essentially admitted to

having stated in her appeal claim that she had been the

typical American and had worked through her pain for 24

years.  

     Upon further questioning, the claimant testified:

Q. So you never stopped having pain.

A. Well, meaning that, you know, you can ask my son,
you can ask anybody that knows me, it's like when that
weather would come and I'd be limping, I still worked.

Q. Okay.  I understand, but going on, it talks about
how you are frustrated that some people who are
addicted to drugs or alcohol can get approved and you
couldn't and you didn't understand how you were being
treated like this because you had tried to keep a job
even though you were having this back problem; is that
fair to say?

A. Yes.

     The claimant admitted to seeing Dr. Blankenship for a

an independent medical evaluation.  She agreed that although

she had gotten a change of physician to treat with Dr.
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Raben, she agreed to have Dr. Blankenship continue her care

and treatment.  

     Regarding Dr. Blankenship’s note of November 10, 2009,

and some of her Social Security records, the claimant denied 

that she was aware that some of these records state that her

deep back pain had almost resolved.  

     With respect to the recommendation for a diskogram, the

claimant testified:

Q. Okay.  And as far as the diskogram that Dr. Raben
had ordered on Joint Exhibit 2, page 34, whenever Dr.
Blankenship first saw you for that IME, I think he was
pretty firm about his position about the course of
treatment, and in his recommendation, it says the major
reason for this IME was to see if I agreed that
diskography was the next appropriate step. I do not. 
And it goes on to say why he did not think it would be
an appropriate course of treatment.

A. Right.  Because he had said I hadn't gone through
all the conservative things that were available.

Q. Okay.  And as far as Dr. Raben recommending this
treatment, I think that one of the things that has been
discussed, I think between the parties along -- I guess
in prehearing conferences, at any rate, were you aware
that Dr. Raben's current status and -- as far as his
standing with regard to his medical license?

A. You said during the deposition that there was
something against him, but --

Q. And I've introduced this at page 61 to
Respondents’ Documentary Exhibit No. 3.  Basically, he
was being sued for malpractice because he recommended
surgery with indications that are scant at best.  He
warns his patients that bad things may happen when he
does surgery, and, sure enough, complications occur. 
And it goes on to suggest that in 11 of 15 cases, or 73
percent of the time, they’ve had complications from
surgery.  And that's -- this is the guy who recommended
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a diskogram.  Do you understand that?

A. I understand.

     The claimant essentially admitted that the respondents

provided her with 16 months of treatment, which included

four injections and physical therapy treatment.  She also

admitted that they paid her temporary total disability

benefits.  The claimant admitted that once the respondents

received the report from Dr. Blankenship stating that she

was as good as she was going to get, they stopped paying.  

     She admitted that while working as an adjuster, her

husband helped with the driving in 2006 and 2009.  The

claimant could not recall if the Arnolds encouraged her to

pursue Social Security Disability because of her back.

     Mindy Beth Arnold was called as a witness on behalf of

the respondents.  As of the date of the hearing, Ms. Arnold

and her husband owned Arnold Farms.  Ms. Arnold agreed that

she and the claimant are acquaintances and have a good

relationship.  

     According to Ms. Arnold, the claimant began working for

Arnold Farms on August 3, 2007.  She admitted that the

claimant complained about having put on weight due to long

hours of driving, sitting, and some back pain.  

     Ms. Arnold testified:

Q. Okay.  Fair enough.  And when she started working
for you guys, what kind of accommodations was she
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needing?  Did y'all have to help her with her job or
make some accommodations for her?

A. We always told her and any of our employees if you
can't do something, come tell us, come get somebody
else and we'll finish it up or whatever.  If you need
to go home, that's fine.  Christine never did that. 
She -- she, you know, we knew she would be hurting, but
she would not go home.  She would finish the job.

Q. I think you used the term bull through a lot of
work?

A. Yes.

Q. You could observe her in pain but she would try to
keep working?

A. Yes.

Q. And what kind of observations would you notice her
as far as her walking and standing?

A. I've had back surgery and back pain myself and I
do realize she at times was in pain, back pain.  

Q. Okay.

A. The way she stood, the way she walked, the way she
sat, her whole life, you know, she lived with it.

Q. Right.  And this was all before August of 2008; is
that correct?  August 2008 -- 

A. Yes.

     Ms. Arnold essentially admitted that she encouraged the

claimant to apply for Social Security Disability benefits

because she was in back pain.  

     On cross examination, Ms. Arnold agreed that to the

best of her knowledge, everything the claimant stated during

the hearing was true and correct.   
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     The medical evidence demonstrates that the claimant was

seen at the Saint Mary’s Medical Group, on August 4, 1992 by

Dr. Ericson, for evaluation of a chief complaint of back

pain.  This medical report demonstrates that the claimant

had surgery in 1984, in the form of “a laminectomy and

fusion, which was carried out at L5-S1.”  The claimant

reported that she had been told that she had two fractures

of the spine.  During this visit, the claimant also reported

that she had pain with weather changes.  Wrong moves caused

pain to go across her hips and down her leg.  With

stretching, her ankle cracked, and when in bed, a loud noise

occurred in her back.        

     An MRI of the lumbar spine was taken on August 25,

1992, with the following impression:

1.  No evidence of abnormal disc herniation, or
stenotic deformity.

2.  Previous posterolateral fusion procedure alone what
was probably an anomalous defect of the left lamina and
malformed left L5-S1 facet joint.

3.  The anomalous left facet joint is an enlarged
serpiginous configuration and is fused posterolaterally
configuration and is fused posterolaterally.  

4.  No acute abnormality is seen.

     Apparently on September 3, 1992, the claimant returned

to the Saint Mary’s Medical Group clinic on August 4, 1992

for follow-up of her back pain.  Dr. Ericson discussed

several treatment options with the claimant, which included
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sacroiliac injection, a possible trial with a body cast,

going to a brace and/or spinal fusion.    

     It appears that the claimant filed a Disability Report-

Adult-Form-SSA-3368 with the Social Security Administration

on December 13, 2007.  The claimant reported on this form

that her weight without shoes was 175 pounds.  With respect

to the claimant’s illnesses, injuries, or conditions and how

they affect her, she reported the following, in relevant

part:

A. What are the illnesses, injuries, or conditions that
limit your ability to work?

BACK-FIRST INJURED MY BACK IN 1983 WITH SURGERY IN 1984
AND HAVE HAD COMPLICATION SINCE
SCIATIC NERVE

B. How do your illnesses, injuries, or conditions limit
your ability to work?

I HAVE TROUBLE WITH EVERYTHING-SITTING, STANDING,
LIFTING, ETC. I FALL FREQUENTLY DUE TO SCIATIC NERVE,
COLD WEATHER MAKES ME HURT MORE.

C. Do your illnesses, injuries, or conditions cause you
pain or other symptoms?  Yes

D. When did your illnesses, injuries, or conditions
first interfere with your ability to work? 2007

E. When did you first become unable to work because of
your illnesses, injuries, or conditions? 10/01/2007

F. Have you ever worked? Yes

G. Did you work at any time after the date your
illnesses, injuries, or conditions first interfered
with your ability to work? Yes
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H. If “Yes,” did your illnesses, injuries, or
conditions cause you to:

work fewer hours?

change your job duties?

Make any job-related changes such as your attendance,
help needed, or employers?

Explain:

I WORKED AS AN INSURANCE ADJUSTER BUT DUE TO ALL THE
SITTING AND RIDING IN THE VEHICLE I GAINED 60 LBS. I
HAVE NOW TAKEN A PART-TIME JOB ON A FARM AND HAVE LOST
30 LBS. BUT WHEN I DO NOT FEEL LIKE WORKING I DON’T
HAVE TO GO TO WORK. WHEN I AWAKEN, MY ARMS ARE STIFF
AND IT IS EVEN DIFFICULT TO DRINK A CUP OF COFFEE.

I. Are you working now? Yes

If “NO,” when did you stop working?     

     The claimant reported on the above-referenced form that 

had received the following treatment for her back in 1992

under the care of the Kurten Medical Group:

X-RAYS, EMG’S, NERVE CONDUCTION TEST(I HAVE SUBMITTED
THESE RECORDS TO SSA)- X-RAY REVEALED SPINAL FUSION
DONE IN 1984 HAD BROKEN LOOSE. ALSO, TOLD ME ANOTHER
SURGERY HAD 75 TO 80% CHANCE OF PUTTING ME IN A
WHEELCHAIR. SAID A MOVE TO WARMER CLIMATE WOULD MAYBE
HELP WITH ARTHRITIS.    

     She also reported that she was currently taking over-

the-counter Ibuprofen for swelling with no side effects. 

The claimant further reported that she had gained about 60

pounds doing insurance adjusting from the sedentary time in

the vehicle.  According to the claimant, this made her back

problems worse.  As a result in August of 2007, she took a
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part-time job on a farm and lost 30 pounds.   

     The claimant also completed a Function Report-Adult on

December 13, 2007.  She stated that her husband helps to

haul heavy bags of feed for all their animals.  According to

this report, the claimant stated that she CANNOT: “Bend

over, stand for longer periods, just about everything; when

she cooks longer meals or wash dishes, she has to take

breaks or sit on a stool; cannot run, stand for long

periods, sit in one position long, and cannot sleep.”  The

claimant further reported that she has to frequently change

positions while sleeping.  According to this report, she has

unable to sleep on her back or stomach since 1983.  While

sleeping, the claimant has to switch sides often.  With

respect to her personal care, the claimant stated that she

was unable to untie her shoes and remove clothing over her

head.  The claimant further reported that she was unable to

bend over the sink long enough to wash her hair.  

     In addition, also on December 13, 2007, the claimant

completed a Disability Determination for Social Security

Pain and other Symptoms Form.  The claimant described her

symptoms as “Pain that radiated across her hips sharply-down

her left leg and into ankle-pain also across shoulders.”   

     On August 25, 2008, the claimant sought treatment from

Skaggs Urgent Care Plus.  Dr. Robert Olson reported that the
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claimant presented with a complaint of back pain acute on

chronic back problem that started about a week ago after

lifting some turkeys at their farm.  The claimant reported

to Dr. Olson that back pain has limited her work and life

for many years.  His assessment was, “Minor dx of

SPRAIN/STRAIN, LUMBAR REGION (ICD)-847.2) LUMBAGO(ICD-

724.2).

     The claimant saw Dr. Brian Neely on September 3, 2008

due to a chief complaint of chronic back pain.  He reported,

in pertinent part:

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS:
Patient enters with a 24 year history of back pain. 
About 10 days ago back pain became much worse.  Has
been working part time at a turkey farm.  Was lifting
turkeys and twisting around to put them in a golf cart
on the day her pain worsened.  No other acute event. 
Was told in 1992 that she needed further surgery, but
was also told she might have paralysis postoperatively,
and so she has never pursued it further.  Was also told
by a naturopath that she has a heart murmur.  Denies
any other concerns.

IMPRESSION:

BACK PAIN (ICD-724.5)

     Dr. Neely continued the claimant’s current medications,

and recommended that the claimant not return to work until

results of x-rays were known.

     X-rays were performed on September 3, 2008, with an

impression of:

Degenerative disc and facet changes at L5-S1 that
appear slightly advanced for age.  Recommended CT or
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MRI if indicated for further evaluation of possible
canal, neural foraminal or lateral recess stenosis
here.    

     On October 1, 2008, the claimant was seen by Dr. Terry

Green due to a chief complaint of low back pain.  He

diagnosed the claimant with “lumbar herniated nucleus

pulposus.”

     An MRI of the lumbar spine was performed on October 9,

2008, with an impression of: “1.  Partial sacralization of

L5 on the left, which is a normal variant.  2.  No acute

process.” 

Dr. Green’s clinical note of October 27, 2008 indicates

that he diagnosed the claimant with, “Lumbar spondylosis,

prior arthrodesis L5-S1.”  Dr. Green stated that there were

no treatment recommendations at that time.  However, he

suggested the claimant get a second opinion.           

     A Change of Physician Order was entered by the

Commission on February 26, 2009, for the claimant to change

medical treatment from Dr. Terry Green to Dr. Cyril Raben. 

     The claimant underwent initial evaluation with Dr.

Raben on March 16, 2009.  At that time, the claimant

complained of pain going in to both hips and leg, primarily

on the left side.  Specifically, the claimant reported that

after sitting for a while, she gets a sharp radiating pain

in her hip going down her leg.  Dr. Raben diagnosed the
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claimant with, “L-SPINE DISC DEG; L-SPINE DISC HERNIATION;

L-SPINE RADICULITIS Radicular Syndrome Neuritis; and L-SPINE

SCIATICA.”   

    An EMG/nerve conduction study was performed on April 14,

2009, with an impression of,“Normal electrodiagnostic study

of the lower left extremity and corresponding lumbosacral

paraspinal musculature.”

    The claimant presented to Dr. Raben on June 25, 2009,

for follow-up of low back pain and injection results.  It

appears that the claimant reported that this helped. 

However, she had swelling in the center of her back.  Dr.

Raben wrote:

Comprehensive Interval History is as follows
Christine presents back today with MRI scan showing
some disc derangement and partial sacralization on the
left.  It would appear to be no acute process. She had
previous surgical intervention with some perennial
scarring adhesion.  Apparently a fusion was attempted. 
I see no evidence of any bone graft on these MRI scan
findings.  Likewise, she has had her electromyography
done with Dr. Johnson, results of which showed normal
electrodiagnostic studies of the left lower extremity. 
She has been getting good relief from the
neuroforaminal epidurals for this post laminectomy
syndrome as well as the new onset disc herniation at
the next level up.  

     A clinic note authored by Dr. Raben on July 21, 2009

shows that the claimant reported that the injection(of July

9, 2009) did not help at all.  Her pain level was noted to

be an eight on a scale of 10.  As a result, Dr. Raben

ordered a discogram with CT.   
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An independent medical evaluation was performed by Dr.

James B. Blankenship on August 4, 2009.  He wrote:

This IME was requested by her workers’ compensation
carrier.  Her treating physician currently is Dr.
Tony Raben.

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Lower back and bilateral buttock
pain with left lower extremity pain.

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient was injured
on August 22, 2008 with repetitive twisting and
lifting of turkeys while she was fending off an
attack of turkeys.  By the end of the day, she was
having severe lower back and bilateral buttock pain
with decompression with a noninstrumented attempted
fusion.  She states she got good relief of her pain
with this. This was also a work injury. The patient
has had a few episodes of flare-ups in the
interval, but was doing quite well for a year in
the turkey farm before getting injured. The patient
has not worked since she got hurt a year ago.  Dr.
Raben has been treating her, and she has had three
ESIs. Medication-wise, she is currently taking
Ibuprofen, Hydrocodone, Ultram, and Soma.  She has
not had any physical therapy to date.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: The patient’s general
neurologic examination, along with her general
physical examination is recorded on the chart.  She
does not have any lateralizing findings, but she
does have brisk reflexes, but without sustained
clonus, bilaterally.  Her myofascial examination
reveals positive findings on the left for
piriformis, GT, and SI pain.

IMPRESSION: I have reviewed the records provided to
me in their entirety.  The most recent review from
Dr. Raben’s office was on the July 21st visit.  The
patient states that she had a discogram with CT
recommended to her, and that is the recommendation
at the end with levels to be determined, but stated
two to three levels.  There is no clinical
information in the chart, other than the quote, “I
think what we need to do is go ahead with further
workup to determine where her pain generator is.
We are going to set her up for a CT discography of
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her lumbar spine.”  There is no indication of
rationale for this or indication of reasoning.  The
patient most certainly has not failed routine and
usual conservative measures in the face of not
having essentially any conservative treatment to
date.

I have also reviewed the medical records from
Dr. Terry Green in Baxter County.  The patient had
an MRI ordered by Dr. Green, but no further
treatment.  I have also reviewed this MRI.  The MRI
now is a year old, and is of not the best quality
in the world.  I suspect that the patient in
addition to her myofascial problems has a lateral
disc protrusion with impingement of the L5 nerve
root based on her clinical complaints on the left-
hand side.  Her electrical studies were also
reviewed.  These were done by Dr. Miles Johnson.
These EMGs were normal.

RECOMMENDATIONS: The major reason for this IME was
to see if I agreed that discography was the next
appropriate step.  I do not.  Although pressure
control provocative discography is a very useful
tool, when it is not done with manometer
monitoring, it is not.  In this situation, if this
patient were my patient, I would not recommend
discography either done appropriately or
inappropriately.  I would recommend an aggressive
active physical therapy program initiated with a
round of oral steroid medication.  The patient has
had a series of three ESIs, likely intralaminar.
Consideration of a L5 transforaminal ESI would be
warranted.  My preference would be to have her work
on the things that we know are causing problems,
which are more myofascial at present with a good
aggressive physical therapy and then see if she is
not doing better and a good quality MRI to see if
delineation of compressive etiology of her leg pain
can be worked out.

I do not feel like she is most likely solidly fused
at L5-S1, but this has been the situation for over
20 years and is certainly not causing her problem.
It would indicate, however, that the L5-S1 disc
space could be causative for her current pain
complaints.
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Concerning causation, it is my opinion based on a
reasonable degree of medical certainty that 100%
need for treatment for her current problem is
directly related to her work injury, based on the
information I have been provided.

     An X-ray report dated that same date shows: 

AP AND LATERAL NEUTRAL FLEXION AND EXTENSION LUMBAR
RADIOGRAPHS

The AP and lateral radiographs demonstrate that the
patient has undergone a previous left-sided
hemilaminotomy.  It appears based on the patient’s
clinical history that she has undergone an
attempted posterolateral arthrodesis. It is
difficult to state whether this is solid or not
with plain films.  She does not have any gross
motion.  She  does  have some mild angulation at
L4-5.

     The claimant returned to see Dr. Blankenship on 

September 15, 2009.  His impression was “Persistent mechanical

back pain that is likely discogenic in etiology,” for which he

recommended Lyrica, continued physical therapy, and work on

more of a mechanical strengthening program for her back and

her core.

     An MRI with and without gadolinium was performed on 

October 14, 2009, with the following impression:

Status post L5-S1 resection and decompression on the
right-hand side without residual retained disk fragments.
There are mild disk space changes noted at L5-S1
consistent with previous surgery.  No other adjacent
segment disease is note.

     Dr. Blankenship saw the claimant for follow-up of her 

low back pain on October 13, 2009.  He wrote, in pertinent

part:
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IMPRESSION:
Whether her underlying disk tear is the primary cause of
her pain or not is still yet to be determined.  She does
have an annular tear with asymmetrical disk bulging
without significant neural impingement on her new MRI.
She certainly has a significant facet component of her
current pain. 

RECOMMENDATION:
I have recommended that we get hr in to see Dr. David
Cannon for bilateral L5-S1 Z-joint injections.  She has
had several ESIs by Dr. Raven in the past and has a great
deal of trepidation when it comes to needles.  I have
reassured her that Dr. Cannon in my opinion is the best
around at doing injections and that although any needle
cannot be guaranteed to be pain free, he certainly does
a much better job than I ever did when I did injections.
I have also recommended that she continue with her
physical therapy program flexion oriented at least for
the time being and then come back in to see me. She
agrees with this game plan.  Pending Worker’s [sic]
Compensation authorization, we will get her set up for
the Z-joint injections and continue physical therapy.  
    

      The claimant underwent physical therapy treatment at the

North Arkansas Regional Medical Center Rehab Therapy. Her

initial evaluation was performed on October 26, 2009. A

physical therapy progress note dated November 9, 2009,

demonstrates that the claimant received a lumbar injection on

November 4, 2009 from her physician.        

   On November 10, 2009, the claimant reported to Dr.

Blankenship that by evening, her injection by Dr. Cannon

afforded her significant relief.  Her pain was more diffused

now, but the sharp pain deep in her back was fairly resolved.

Although the claimant was starting to have a little bit of

return of left leg pain, but nothing of marked significance.
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His impression was “I feel that the patient has mostly Z-joint

pain.  The injection would be relatively confirmatory from

that standpoint.”

    A clinic note from Dr. Blankenship dated December 10,

2009, states:

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Lower back pain.

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: Christine is back in
the office today and states that she is better than
she was.  She is very pleased with her conservative
treatment today.  She has continued to do her
physical therapy with Neely at Jones Physical
Therapy in Harrison.

She has continued to do her home exercises also.
She has not returned to adjusting or turkey
farming.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: I have reviewed her prior
neurological and general physical examination, and
I don’t appreciate any changes today.

IMPRESSION: I do feel like her injection is
confirmatory for Z-joint etiology for her pain.

RECOMMENDATIONS: I have told her I would like to
get a functional capacity evaluation.  If we get
this authorized, we will get it done over in
Harrison by Rick Bird.  I will plan on seeing her
back on a p.r.n. basis.

Based on the current worker’s compensation
guidelines in Arkansas, she would not qualify for
an impairment rating since the majority of her pain
was Z-joint in nature. 

     On December 22, 2009, the claimant underwent a 

functional capacity evaluation.  The results of this 

evaluation indicates that the claimant gave a reliable effort.

Overall, the claimant demonstrated the ability to perform work
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in the light classification as defined by the US Department of

Labor’s guidelines over the course of a normal workday with

noted limitations.

                        ADJUDICATION

     The sole issue for determination is whether the claimant

is entitled to additional medical treatment for her

compensable back injury, in the form of a discogram and pain

medications as recommended by Dr. Raben.           

An employer shall promptly provide for an injured

employee such medical treatment as may be reasonably necessary

in connection with the injury received by the employee.  Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-508(a).  The claimant bears the burden of

proving that she is entitled to additional medical treatment.

Dalton v. Allen Eng'g Co., 66 Ark. App. 201, 989 S.W.2d 543

(1999).

     After reviewing the evidence in this case impartially,

without giving the benefit of the doubt to either party, I

find the claimant failed to met her burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that she is entitled to

additional medical treatment for her admittedly temporary-

aggravation of her pre-existing back condition.

     Here, the parties stipulated that on August 22, 2008, 

the claimant suffered an admittedly compensable aggravation of

a pre-existing back injury while lifting 40-pound turkeys into

a cart/bin.      
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   The respondents have paid some medical expenses and

temporary total disability benefits for some 16 months.

However, the respondents subsequently suspended the payment of

medical benefits in December of 2009 after Dr. Blankenship

pronounced maximum medical improvement for her compensable

work incident of August 22, 2008.     

     During the hearing, the claimant readily admitted to 

having sustained a prior back injury in 1983, while working

for another employer. Her testimony and the documentary

evidence of record demonstrate that in 1984, the claimant

underwent “a laminectomy and fusion, which was carried out at

L5-S1.”   

     Following this surgery of 1984, the evidence shows that

the claimant has suffered ongoing significant pain, symptoms

and problems relating to this prior back injury, for some 24

years. However, despite her pain and back problems, the

claimant suffered through and continued to work various jobs.

     In August of 1992, the claimant sought treatment from 

Dr. Ericson due to a chief complaint of back pain.  During

this visit, the claimant reported that she had pain with

weather changes and that certain moves caused pain to go

across her hips and down her leg.  She reported that with

stretching, her ankle cracked and there was also a loud nosie

that occurred in her back.  

     The final record of treatment for the claimant’s prior

back injury of 1983 demonstrates that on September 3, 1992,
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Dr. Ericson recommended treatment options, which included a

sacroiliac injection, a possible trial with a body cast, going

to a brace an/or spinal fusion.  Rather than undergo surgery

and run the risk of being in wheelchair, the claimant opted

not to undergo another surgery.  

     Her testimony demonstrates that during the last 10 

years, she never needed a doctor before August 22, 2008.

However, her statements of December 13, 2007 to the Social

Security Administration clearly demonstrates that although the

claimant did not seek any medical treatment, she suffered

ongoing debilitating pain and symptoms resulting from her

original back of 1983.  These documents demonstrate that the

claimant did not have medical insurance and could not afford

to seek medical attention for her symptoms.    

     In fact the claimant, the claimant reported on these

forms that she had complications since her 1984 surgery due

sciatic nerve problems.  According to these documents, the

claimant was significantly limited by her 1983 injury.  She

specifically stated that she first became unable to work on

October 1, 2007.  The claimant described her symptoms as “Pain

that radiated across her hips sharply-down her left leg and

into ankle-pain also across shoulders.” (see above full

discussion).        

     Regarding the claimant’s injury to her back on August 

22, 2008, which the respondents accepted as a temporary 

aggravation of a pre-existing back injury, she has received 
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extensive conservative treatment for this injury, which

included, but not limited to physical therapy treatment, a

medication regimen, and steroid injections.

    X-rays were performed on September 3, 2008, with an

impression of, “Degenerative disc and facet changes at L5-S1

that appear slightly advanced for age...” 

     On July 21, 2009, Dr. Raben recommended that the 

claimant undergo a discogram with CT.  However, Dr. 

Blankenship opined on August 4, 2009 that he disagreed that a

discography was the next appropriate step since the claimant

had not undergone an aggressive active physical therapy

program with a round of active oral steroid.       

     Per a medical note dated November 10, 2009, the claimant

reported to Dr. Blankenship that her injection by Dr. Cannon

afforded significant relief.  According to these notes, the

claimant’s pain was more diffused now, but the sharp pain in

her back had resolved.  Dr. Blankenship opined, “I feel that

the patient has mostly Z-joint pain.  The injection would be

relatively confirmatory from that standpoint.”

     On December 10, 2009, Dr. Blankenship opined that “the

injection was confirmatory for Z-joint etiology for her pain.”

He essentially pronounced maximum medical improvement for the

claimant’s August 22, 2008 compensable injury, and assessed

the claimant with a zero percent rating since the majority of

her pain was Z-joint in nature.  Hence, based on this
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evidence, I find that the claimant’s August 2008 temporary

aggravation of her pre-existing back injury resolved no later

than December 10, 2009.    

     Here, the evidence shows that when the claimant began

working for Arnold Farms in August of 2007, she was suffering

significant problems with her back.  Therefore, she was also

afforded special accommodations by the Arnolds.  In fact, the

claimant had cut back her working hours as an independent

claims adjuster and her husband quit his job so that he could

assist her with the driving.    

     In addition, Ms. Arnold’s testimony demonstrates that 

the claimant was experiencing back pain and related symptoms

when she started working for them.  In a statement to the

Social Security Administration, (on December of 2007), the

claimant admitted that at that time, she was taking Ibuprofen

for pain and swelling. 

   Therefore, in light of the persistent nature of the

claimant’s continuing back symptoms since her 1983 back

injury, the fact that the claimant’s preexisting

degenerative/arthritic condition was symptomatic prior to her

compensable injury, that her symptoms prior to the work-

incident of 2008 are almost identical to the symptoms

described by the claimant following her work incident, and

based on the expert opinion of Dr. Blankenship (December 10,

2009), and due to all of the foregoing, I find that the

discogram recommended by Dr. Raben and the claimant’s request
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for a pain medication regimen are not causally related to this

temporary aggravation of her pre-existing back injury.  As a

result, the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of

the evidence her entitlement to additional medical treatment

for her compensable incident of August 22, 2008.      

    It is well-settled in Workers’ Compensation Law that a

claimant may be entitled to ongoing medical treatment after

the healing period has ended, if the medical treatment is

geared toward management of the claimant’s injury.  Patchell

v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark App. 230, 184 S.W. 3d 31

(2004).  However, in the present matter, the record reflects

that the claimant’s continuing need for medical treatment is

not causally connected with her August 22, 2008 compensable

injury.   

          FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has  
    jurisdiction of the within claim.

2.  The employee-employer relationship existed at all  
         relevant time, including August 22, 2008. 

     3.  The underlying claim was accepted as a temporary   
         aggravation of a pre-existing back injury.

4.  The respondents furnished medical treatment
         inclusive of a change of physician to Dr. Raben.

5.  All issues not litigated herein are reserved under
         the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.

6.  During the hearing, the parties agreed that if
         called to testify, the claimant’s husband, Ken
         Parks, and her son, Ryan Bright, would corroborate 
         her testimony.     
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7.  The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance
    of the evidence that she is entitled to additional 
    medical treatment(in the form of a discogram 

         and prescription medications) for her compensable 
         work-incident of August 22, 2008.  Specifically, 
         the claimant has failed to prove that her need for
          said treatment is causally related to her August 22,
         2008, work-related injury. 
 
                           ORDER

     The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of

the evidence that she is entitled to additional medical

treatment for her admittedly compensable temporary aggravation

of her pre-existing back injury, which occurred  on August 22,

2008, while working for the respondent-employer.  

     Therefore, this claim for additional medical benefits is

hereby respectfully denied and dismissed.               

     IT IS SO ORDERED.

                              
                                   _______________________

CHANDRA HICKS
Administrative Law Judge 

                    


